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26 July 2022, Bavaria, Nuremberg: Federal Minister of Agriculture Cem Özdemir (BŁndnis 90/Die GrŁnen) wears a Ukrainian cap, which he had received as a gift, and folds a Ukrainian flag, which had been used for a group photo, during a tour of the Biofach trade fair at the stand of Ukraine. The world's leading trade fair for organic food and the trade fair for natural cosmetics Vivaness, were postponed from February to July due to Corona. Photo: Daniel Karmann/dpa
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26 July 2022, Bavaria, Nuremberg: Federal Minister of Agriculture Cem Özdemir (BŁndnis 90/Die GrŁnen) wears a Ukraine cap, which he received as a gift, during a tour of the Biofach trade fair at the stand of Ukraine. The world's leading trade fair for organic food and the trade fair for natural cosmetics Vivaness, were postponed from February to July due to Corona. Photo: Daniel Karmann/dpa
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26 July 2022, Bavaria, Nuremberg: Federal Minister of Agriculture Cem Özdemir (M, BŁndnis 90/Die GrŁnen) wears a Ukraine cap, which he had received as a gift, during a tour of the Biofach trade fair at the stand of Ukraine. The world's leading trade fair for organic food and the trade fair for natural cosmetics Vivaness, were postponed from February to July due to corona. Photo: Daniel Karmann/dpa
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26 July 2022, Bavaria, Nuremberg: Federal Minister of Agriculture Cem Özdemir (BŁndnis 90/Die GrŁnen) wears a Ukraine cap, which he received as a gift, during a tour of the Biofach trade fair at the stand of Ukraine. The world's leading trade fair for organic food and the trade fair for natural cosmetics Vivaness, were postponed from February to July due to Corona. Photo: Daniel Karmann/dpa
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